
 

 

PASSIVE VOICE 

 

Exercise 1: Complete the sentences with the present or past simple passive of the verb in 

brackets. 

Use contractions where possible. 

1. How many newspapers __________________ (print) in Britain every day?  

2. Who   _________________  (this play / write) by?  

3. German ______________ (speak) in Germany, Austria, and part of Switzerland.  

4. The royal wedding _______________  (watch) by millions of people in 2011.  

5. Nowadays, a lot of computers  ____________  (make) in Korea.  

6. The Harry Potter films  ____________  (not direct) by Steven Spielberg.  

7. How much paper    _______________  (recycle) in Poland each year?  

8. In the UK, alcohol  _______________   (not sell)to anyone under 18. It's against the law. 

 

Exercise 2: 

Put the verb into the correct form, present simple or past simple, active or passive. 

1. It’s a big factory. 500 people ______________ (employ) there. 

2. Ron’s parents __________ (die) when he was very young. He and his sister  ___________ (bring) up by 

their grandparents. 

3. While I was on holiday my camera  ___________ (steal) from  my hotel room. 

4. While I was on holiday my camera _____________ (disappear) from my hotel room. 

5. Anna  ___________ (resign) from her job because she wanted to travel around the world. 

6. Why  _________  Peter __________  (fire) from his job? What did he do wrong? 

7. I saw an accident last night.  Somebody  ___________  (call) an ambulance, but fortunately, nobody  

_______________ (injure). 

8.  Many accidents   ___________  (cause)  by drinking before driving. 

9. Where  ________  you ___________ (take) these beautiful photographs? 

10. The rooms in the hotel   ____________  (clean)  every day. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

ANSWER KEY 

Exercise 1: 

1. ARE PRINTED 

2. WAS THIS PLAY WRITTEN 

3. IS SPOKEN 

4. WAS WATCHED 

5. ARE MADE 

6. WEREN’T DIRECTED 

7. IS RECYCLED 

8. ISN’T SOLD 

 

Exercise 2 

1. ARE EMPLOYED 

2. DIED  -  WERE BROUGHT UP 

3. WAS STOLEN 

4. DISAPPEARED 

5. RESIGNED 

6. WAS – FIRED 

7. CALLED  -  WAS INJURED 

8. ARE CAUSED 

9. DID – TAKE 

10. ARE CLEANED 

 

 


